
WHAT IS SOMATIC EXPERIENCING?  

Somatic Experiencing® is a body-awareness approach to trauma being taught 

throughout the world and is the result of over forty years of observation, 

research, and hands-on development by Dr. Peter Levine, based upon the 

realization that human beings have an innate ability to overcome the effects of 

trauma.  

There are various methods that are a part of the SE methodology that help 

patients to access those aspects of trauma that have been trapped in the 

body/mind for some time and to reconnect with parts of themselves and their 

experience that were previously inaccessible by traditional verbal therapies.  

SE® restores self-regulation to the whole person, and returns a sense of 

aliveness, relaxation and wholeness to individuals who have had these precious 

gifts taken away from having had traumatic circumstances in life.  

SE is a very gentle, subtle yet powerful holistic methodology that invites the 

patient to slow down, sense and feel what is happening so that remnants of 

trapped experience can surface and give voice to what the person needs in order 

for this experience to be processed, released and resolved.   

While it is often used to help treat people with persistent emotional dis-ease, 

physical pain of unknown origin, victims of car accidents and life-threatening 

traumatic experience, it is also highly effect while working with most highly 

functional individuals who have had challenges in their lives and are looking for a 

positive, hopeful approach to growth, healing & personal transformation.   

SE blends in beautifully with a myriad of psychotherapy techniques and when 

suited to the patient’s situation, can open and move out blocked material, 

previously inaccessible to the person.  

I am a holistic psychotherapist practicing in Queens and on Long Island. I get great satisfaction 

from helping my patients to improve their lives and emotional well-being using methods and 

strategies that build wellness and respond to the whole person.  

 

If you’d like to schedule a FREE phone consultation, you can reach me at 646-250-5379 

or joanstenzlerlcsw@gmail.com  For more information, please go to my therapy website 

www.youramazingjourney.com .                 

    

            

        Thank you for our interest in my work!  

 

 

         

        Joan Stenzler, LCSW  
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